
TREATMENTS MENU



Through genuinely luxury treatments, PAYOT offers to every 
woman a unique sensorial experience, serving their beauty.

The PAYOT treatment expertise draw its savoir-faire in an 
exclusive method developed by Dr. Nadia PAYOT. Union of a 
revolutionary dancing massage, high-performing active ingredients 
and delicious textures, our treatments bring a precise answer to 
each skin type, for exceptional results and an absolute pleasure.

As a true beauty coach, PAYOT commits to make women actresses 
of their beauty sharing with them the secret of a professional 
gesture to multiply the efficiency of each treatment.

In women’s service, PAYOT created these exception bubbles 
thanks to a strong trust relation since almost 100 years.

SOINS VISAGE

L’AUTHENTIQUE
42 MOVEMENTS SIGNATURE TREATMENT

30 minutes - 50€

Developed by Dr. Nadia PAYOT, 
this unusual treatment, draws its 

inspiration of dancing art.

Created as a choreography 
in several tempos, it makes “dance” 
the beautician’s fingers on the skin. 

Genuine cosmetic revolution, 
it puts application gestures 

in the center of the treatment efficiency.

The 42 Movements treatment stimulates 
all internal vascular, 

respiratory, cutaneous, 
muscular and lymphatic systems

MY BEAUTY BENEFITS
Relaxation and let go

A tighten skin, rested and glowing
An immediate lifting effect
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SOINS VISAGE

LES ESSENTIELS
SKIN COACHING TREATMENT TO ANSWER YOUR ESSENTIAL NEEDS

•   ÉCLAT ESSENTIEL - Energising radiance-boosting treatment, dull skins - 1H - 90€
The energising treatment, a genuine superfruits cocktail, with delicious peel-off mask
for a radiant skin with rested features.

•  HYDRATATION ESSENTIELLE - Deeply hydrating plumping treatment, 
dehydrated skins - 1H - 90€
The deep-down rehydrating treatment, with a biocellulose mask with hyaluronic acid and collagen
for a plumped skin and a radiant complexion.

•  NUTRITION ESSENTIELLE - Ultra-nourishing enveloping treatment, dry skins - 1H - 90€
The nourishing treatment for dry skin that lacks comfort with a repairing muesli mask, 
for a supple and soothed skin, with restored smoothness.

•  PURETÉ ESSENTIELLE - Purifying clear skin treatment, skins with imperfections - 1H - 90€
The exfoliating treatment for combination to oily skin, with a warming scrub and a purifying peel-off mask, 
for rebalanced and matified skin, with a refined skin texture.

•  DOUCEUR ESSENTIELLE - Anti-redness intense comfort treatment, reactive skins - 1H  - 90€
The bubble of softness for sensitive skin, with an anti-redness peel-off mask, 
for a soothed skin, protected and relieved of sensations of incomfort.

•  OPTIMALE ESSENTIEL - Customisable treatment for men - 1H - 90€
The tailor-made treatment for men, for an impurities-free skin, clear and comfortable.
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LES ABSOLUS
HIGH-PRECISION EXPERT TREATMENTS
TO PRESERVE YOUR BEAUTY CAPITAL

•   LISS ABSOLU
New skin anti-wrinkle peel for wrinkles and fine 
lines - 1H15 - 110€
The technical smoothing treatment for wrinkles and fine 
lines, with a peel highly concentrated in AHAs and a 
plumping mask with hyaluronic acid, for an immediate
« new skin » effect.

•  LIFT ABSOLU
Firming and lifting anti-slackening youth 
treatment - 1H15 - 110€
The lifting treatment for skin that lacks firmness, with a tigh-
tening hydrogel mask, for a face with restored volumes and  
reshaped contours.

SOINS VISAGE

LE SUPRÊME
EXCEPTIONAL YOUTH CARE 

1H30 - 130€

An anti-aging treatment experience 
to act simultaneously 

on wrinkles, slackening skin, 
muddy complexion and dark spots. 

Exceptional attention
for this complete program:

a targeted pearl scrub, 
the famous 42-Movements Massage, 

a mask with silver pigments

A total care for 
an exceptional moment…

MY BEAUTY BENEFITS
The skin is regenerated and plumped

The wrinkles are lifted
The complexion is radiant and glowing
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LES ABSOLUS
SOINS EXPERTS HAUTE PRÉCISION

POUR PRÉSERVER VOTRE CAPITAL BEAUTÉ

SOINS VISAGE

LE SUPRÊME
SOIN D’EXCEPTION JEUNESSE

1H30 - 130€

Une expérience de beauté anti-âge  
d’1H30 qui agit simultanément sur les rides,  

le relâchement cutané,   
la perte d’éclat et les taches.

De multiples attentions  
pour ce programme complet :

un gommage perles ciblé,  
le célèbre modelage aux 42 Mouvements,  

un masque aux pigments argentés. 
Une prise en charge totale  

pour un moment d’exception…

MES BÉNÉFICES BEAUTÉ

La peau est régénérée et repulpée
Les rides sont lissées

Le teint est radieux et éclatant



THE NOMADIC MASSAGES
INVITATION TO THE MULTI-SENSORY JOURNEY

• BALINESE ADVENTURE Harmonising 
foot, hand and scalp massage inspired by 
reflexology - 30MIN - 60€
Helps to release tensions.
The body energy is harmonized. 

• JOURNEY TO THE FJORDS  Relaxing 
Swedish-inspired massage - 1H - 100€
Release the body of its muscle contractions and
toxins to give it back its lightness.
Your body and your mind are deeply detoxified. 

• CASHMERE ESCAPE
Replenishing Ayurvedic-inspired massage - 
1H - 100€
Encourage the energic distribution focusing on stress 
accumulation areas. Your body and your mind recover 
harmony and serenity.

•   POLYNESIAN ESCAPE
Intensely relaxing massage inspired
by lomi lomi - 1H - 100€
Take body and mind in a deep relaxation, stress is
flying away to give way to an infinite let go sensation.

SOINS CORPSSOINS CORPS



L’ÉLIXIR
THE BEST OF PAYOT EXPERIENCE

SOINS CORPS

PROLONGEZ L’EXPÉRIENCE
À LA MAISON

You want to perpetuate this pleasure bubble 
beyond this professional treatment ?
Let you guide by you beauty coach

to discover the products that will best meet your needs.

Unique alchemy between performance and sensoriality, 
our face and body products will reveal your beauty.

1H30 - 130€

All the PAYOT heritage and savoir-faire in this face 
and body treatment, full of delight.

Live the mythical 42 movements massage, for a 
rested face and a radiant complexion.

Let you lull by a divine body massage and a scrub 
with an exquisite Myrrh and Amyris fragrance.

An enchanted bubble which regenerate the body 
and the mind, and offers you an absolute relaxation.
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L’ÉLIXIR
UNE EXPÉRIENCE SENSORIELLE UNIQUE DE LA TÊTE AUX PIEDS

PROLONGEZ L’EXPÉRIENCE
À LA MAISON

Vous souhaitez faire perdurer cette parenthèse de plaisir  
au-delà de votre soin professionnel ?  

Laissez-vous guider par votre coach beauté  
pour découvrir les produits qui répondront le mieux  

à vos besoins et envies.

Alchimie unique entre performance et sensorialité,
nos produits visage et corps révèleront votre beauté.



   www.payot.com  #payot


